MagIC 9000
portable POS terminal
MagIC 9000
Get closer to your customer
• complete mobility
• compact design
• flexible and adaptable
• multi-application operating system

Customer service is key. Bringing the payment to the customer will enhance service delivery. The Schlumberger Sema MagIC 9000® point-of-sale (POS) terminal performs transactions right next to the customer: at the table, at the counter, or anywhere you conduct business. Eliminate the need to travel to the terminal by carrying it with you. Your customers will be happy to stay put, while keeping the payment transaction in view.

Complete mobility
The on-board intelligence of MagIC 9000 makes it possible to accept card payments regardless of distance from the docking station. MagIC 9000 is equipped with a powerful radio link that allows on-line transactions within a radius of 300 feet, and can handle off-line transactions at any distance: on the delivery route, in stadiums or outdoor venues, etc.

Compact design
The MagIC 9000 is a convenient handheld design. Its quiet and fast thermal printer is integrated into the handheld unit and the docking station takes up minimal counter space.